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Summary
Background: There is increasing recognition that a competent and well-trained workforce is required for successful implementation of health information technology.

Methods: New and previous research was gathered through literature and Web searching as well as domain experts. Overall themes were extracted and specific data collated within each.

Results: There is still a paucity of research concerning the health information technology workforce. What research has been done can be classified into five categories: quantities and staffing ratios, job roles, gaps and growth, leadership qualifications, and education and competencies. From several countries it can be seen that substantial numbers of individuals are needed with diverse backgrounds and competencies.

Conclusions: Additional research is necessary to determine the optimal organization and education of the health information technology workforce.
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Introduction

There is a growing recognition worldwide that an essential component for the successful deployment of health information technology (HIT) is a competent workforce. This is most evident from efforts that have focused on implementing HIT on a national scale. The first such effort was the Connecting for Health program in England, where the need for attention to the workforce was recognized early [1]. Subsequent efforts in other developed countries have also recognized this need [2, 3]. More recently, the substantial investment in the United States to achieve widespread “meaningful use” of the electronic health record (EHR) funded by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) includes investment in workforce development [4]. Even in developing countries, the essential need for a well-trained workforce has become clear [5].

Despite the identified need, we know very little about how the HIT workforce is organized in different healthcare settings. This was determined from a review of the literature performed in late 2007 [6]. That study also found that knowledge of the quantities and activities of such a workforce was lacking. In addition, it determined that we know even less about the proper role for individuals who are trained in clinical (or related) informatics disciplines, including what jobs need knowledge and skills in clinical informatics or how much the non-informatics workforce needs to know about clinical informatics. The goal of this paper was to update the previous review of the literature, further analyze the literature in a new framework, and use that framework to elucidate further research and policy questions that still must be answered.

One example of the need for a competent workforce comes from a widely cited study reporting negative findings with computerized provider order entry (CPOE). In late 2005, Han et al. reported an increased mortality rate after implementation of CPOE in the pediatric intensive care unit (ICU) of Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh [7]. Further investigation of the environment studied, however, demonstrated that its CPOE implementation failed to adhere to known best practices [8, 9]. The organization’s centralization of the pharmacy, installation of the system without adequate network and computational resources, and not permitting order entry prior to the patient arriving at the ICU were mistakes that those familiar with known best practices for CPOE would have avoided. Indeed, several other pediatric hospitals looked at their own data and failed to find increased mortality after CPOE implementation [10-13]. Other studies have documented the importance of “special people” in successful HIT implementations [14].

Another “data point” about the HIT workforce is the finding from the original [15] and follow-up [16] systematic reviews on the benefits of HIT interventions that 20-25% of all studies done have come from four US institutions. This raises questions about the generalizability of documented benefits, including whether other healthcare institutions will have the workforce to repeat their successes.

It is increasingly recognized that a well-trained HIT professional should have knowledge not only of information technology, but also of healthcare, business and management, and other disciplines. One survey of 91 healthcare chief information officers (CIOs) found that 88% agreed that understanding of healthcare environment was essential to IT practice in healthcare settings [17]. An earlier study that surveyed health system managers found a preference for those with clinical experience, understanding of healthcare, strong communication skills, and ability to work across boundaries within organizations [18].

An additional challenge is that we have little data that characterizes the HIT workforce and, in particular, how it is best trained and deployed for optimal use of the technology. A related problem is the traditional view in most hospitals and other healthcare settings to think separately of IT professionals, whom are mostly viewed as technologists, and health information management (HIM) professionals, who are mostly viewed as maintaining the (usually paper) medical record. This approach not only creates artificial distinctions, but also ignores the role that others play in HIT, in particular the increasing prevalence of clinical informatics professionals [19].

Another challenge is that some job categories, most notably clinical informatics, are not represented in standard occupational classifications, which results in these professionals not being represented in some types of workforce analyses. In the US, the Standard Occupational Classification...
(SOC) has codes for Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners (29-1000), Medical Records and Health Information Technicians (29-2070), and Computer Specialists (15-1000), but nothing that combines these elements of what the myriad of heterogeneous clinical and other informaticians do into a single code [20]. The same holds for the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO, http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/), which also has no codes for informatics [21].

In this analysis, we searched for all research data that could provide insight into the quantity, activities, and gaps of the HIT workforce. After developing a framework for analyzing this data, we developed recommendations for policy recommendations as well as further research.

**Methods**

We updated our previous review by searching for new data on the HIT workforce in both the peer-reviewed literature (Pubmed) as well as the general Internet (Google). From the information retrieved, we also pursued citations to additional possible sources. In addition, we consulted experts with knowledge of research looking at the HIT workforce. Unlike the previous review, we developed a framework for analysis and recommendations. We also searched for and assembled a collection of all documents making recommendations for competencies in biomedical and health informatics for various professionals, including HIT, informatics, and healthcare professionals.

**Results**

The number of studies analyzing the HIT workforce is still both small and heterogeneous in scope. We identified countrywide studies from three English-speaking countries: England [1], Australia [2], and Canada [3]. We also identified eight analyses from the United States that looked at various sub-groups of the HIT workforce [4, 22-28]. From these studies, we developed a new framework for collating the data that included:

- Quantities and staffing ratios
- Job roles
- Gaps and growth
- Leadership qualifications
- Education and competencies

Our framework was orthogonal to but not in conflict with a previous classification of three broad categories of HIT professionals that segmented their work into “academic” and “professional” roles [29]. For the purposes of this analysis, we used our previous definition of biomedical and health informatics (hereafter called informatics) as the overarching descriptor for the field, with clinical informatics viewed as the subset focused on informatics in healthcare settings [30]. While clinical informatics, like all branches of informatics, historically was led by individuals in the academic category, there is now most growth in the professional category, as healthcare and other organizations increasingly hire individuals into operational roles [31].

One challenge for professional roles in informatics is the lack of professional recognition. One analysis found that informatics has some but not all of the attributes that characterize professions, such as a well-defined set of competencies, certification of fitness to practice, shared professional identity, life-long commitment to the discipline, and a code of conduct [32]. Again, some of the most active leadership comes from England, where the establishment of professional identity has been a goal of the NHS [33]. In the US, the nursing profession historically has had certification [34], and there is now a proposal to establish medical board sub-certification [35-37].

**Quantities and staffing ratios**

The three countrywide assessments we identified attempted to quantify the number of HIT workers in their entire healthcare systems. Each study took a somewhat different approach, from its defini-
tion of worker types to how the counting and analysis was done. The earliest assessment was carried out in the English National Health Service (NHS) [1]. The study focused on the “health informatics” workforce but essentially counted all individuals who played any role in information systems. This assessment of the English workforce estimated the employment of 25,000 full-time equivalents (FTEs) out of 1.3 million workers in English NHS (and a general population of about 50 million). This equated to the employment of about one information technology (IT) staff per 52 non-IT workers.

The Australian analysis also focused on the “health informatics” workforce that included all individuals who were involved in health information systems [2]. This study estimated a workforce of about 12,000 individuals in a country with a population of about 21 million. The study made several attempts to estimate staffing ratios of informatics personnel to all healthcare personnel using different data, with most of them yielding ratios comparable with England of about one IT staff per 50 non-IT workers.

The analysis from Canada also focused on the entire system but also classified individuals into occupational groups, separating out, for example, IT and clinical informatics [3]. The study estimated about 32,450 HIT professionals in Canada, although did not provide overall numbers of healthcare professionals that would allow determination of staffing ratios. The population of Canada is about 33 million.

Studies of the HIT workforce in the US have focused on specific professional groups. Most analyses have focused on characterizing job roles rather than quantifying them. Many of these studies have also focused on specific care delivery settings, such as hospitals or integrated delivery systems.

Some studies have analyzed IT professionals. Gartner Research has focused on IT personnel in integrated delivery systems. Its most recent analysis of 40 integrated delivery systems found a staffing ratio of one IT staff per 48 non-IT staff [25]. Another study extrapolated data from a self-report database of hospital-focused IT attributes, the HIMSS Analytics Database™ (http://www.himssanalytics.com). This database contains self-reported data from about 5,000 US hospitals, including elements such as number of beds, total staff full-time equivalent (FTE), total IT FTE (as well as broken down by major IT job categories), applications, and the vendors used for those applications. The analysis found the overall IT staffing ratio to be 0.142 IT FTE per hospital bed. Extrapolating to all hospitals beds in the US, this suggested a total current hospital IT workforce size of 108,390 FTE. It also found an IT to total staff ratio of 60.7, which was similar to the various studies described above [26].

Analyses from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics have assessed the HIM workforce, although the statistics only include Registered Health Information Technology (RHIT, trained in community colleges) and not Registered Health Information Administrator (RHIA, having baccalaureate degrees) workers [28]. The most recent analysis estimated current employment at 172,500.

Another study took a somewhat orthogonal view and focused on individuals needed to build and maintain the Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) in the US. [24]. For a five-year implementation time frame, there would be an estimated need for 7,600 FTE for installation of EHRs for 400,000 practicing physicians who do not currently have them, 28,600 FTE for the 4,000 hospitals that do not have EHRs, and 420 FTE to implement the infrastructure to connect the network. Similarly, the Office of the National Coordinator for HIT (ONC) has estimated that the goals for EHR adoption in the HITECH legislation would require 50,000 new personnel [4].

There have also been some “ballpark” estimates of the clinical informatics workforce in the US. The American Medical Informatics Association 10x10 program is based on the assertion that there should be at least one physician and one nurse trained in medical informatics in each of the 6,000 hospitals in the US [38]. Dr. Charles Friedman of the ONC has estimated a need for 1,000 public health informaticians needed in federal, state, and local public health organizations (Keynote Address, Public Health Information Network, August 26, 2007). He used similar principles to estimate a need for 13,000 clinical informaticians [39].
Workforce Roles

Some of the previously described studies have attempted to identify and quantify the workforce roles within the groups studied. The English NHS study, for example, found workers to be distributed among information and communication technology staff (37%), health records staff (26%), information management staff (18%), knowledge management staff (9%), senior managers (7%), and clinical informatics staff (3%) [1].

The Australian study classified jobs into two broad categories, although noted that many individuals work in more than one role, either within or across the categories [2]:
1. Those who work "in the system," e.g., to paraphrase: records, analysis, direct, decision, communications, and training
2. Those who work "on the system," e.g., to paraphrase: systems, info structure, improvement, education, resource, and administration

The Canadian study broke individuals down among job categories as follows (approximately) [3]:
1. Information Technology – public sector 11,000-13,000, private sector 5,000-6,000
2. Health Information Management – 4,300-5,800
3. Project Management – public sector 760-900, private sector 1,100-1,300
4. Organizational and Behavioral Management – public sector 1,100-1,300, private sector 1,900-2,300
5. Analysis and Evaluation – 3,300-3,900
6. Clinical Informatics – public sector 600-710, private sector 380-450

In the Gartner Research assessment of IT staff in integrated delivery systems, the major roles for IT staff were listed as programmer/analyst (51%), support (28%), and telecommunications (16%). A diversity of HIM roles in the US has also been noted, finding that the primary work setting for these individuals was hospital inpatient (53.4%), hospital outpatient (7.8%), physician office/clinic (7.2%), consulting firm (4.2%), and a variety of others settings [22]. For those involved in EHR implementation, two-thirds were on the planning team and half were on implementation team at their institutions.

The ONC recently released its assessment of workforce roles and competencies for EHR adoption, identifying roles in mobile support positions (i.e., moving from practice to practice, providing initial implementation), permanent staff of healthcare and public health organizations (i.e., providing ongoing support), and healthcare and public health informaticians. ONC also determined that the following roles would be predominantly trained in community colleges (denoted by *) or universities (denoted by †).

Mobile adoption support roles will support implementation at specific locations, for a period of time, and when their work is done, move on to new locations. These individuals might be employed by regional extension centers, vendors, or state/city public health agencies. The specific workforce roles include:
- Implementation support specialist*
- Practice workflow and information management redesign specialist*
- Clinician consultant*
- Implementation manager*

The permanent staff of healthcare delivery and public health sites will be needed for ongoing support of HIT at office practices, hospitals, health centers, long-term care facilities, health information exchange organizations, and state/city public health agencies. The roles include:
- Technical/software support staff*
- Trainer*
- Clinician/public health leader†
- Health information management and exchange specialist†
- Health information privacy and security specialist†
Finally, the category of healthcare and public health informaticians includes individuals based in universities, research centers, government agencies, and research and development divisions of software companies. The roles include:

- Research and development scientist†
- Programmers and software engineer†
- Health IT sub-specialist†

**Growth and Gaps**

Some but not all studies address anticipated job growth and/or the related issue of gaps between supply and demand for current or future HIT professionals. The English study does not estimate growth but voices concerns about pending shortages, especially if issues of professional development and competitive pay are not addressed [1]. The Australian study also does not assess growth but asserts a shortage that can be addressed by better organization of HIT implementation that can lead to the workforce being more efficiently deployed (and hence a need for fewer workers) [2]. The Canadian study, on the other hand, provides detailed estimates of anticipated growth [3]. The growth scenarios beyond the current 32,450 workers are based on the varying assumptions:

- **Low growth** – across the board expenditure cuts by the Canadian health system
- **Medium growth** – deferring of some capital investments
- **High growth** – HIT investment unaffected by changes in healthcare spending

The cumulative employment growth for all categories combined to 2014 would then be:

- **Low growth** – 7.6% growth to 35,020
- **Medium growth** – 14.3% growth to 37,200
- **High growth** – 26.1% growth to 41,030

In the US, the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates growth rates for HIM from the current 172,500 employed in 2008 to 207,600 employed by 2018 [28]. The analysis of the HIMSS Analytics Database described earlier [26] was also used to identify growth by looking at the staffing rates per bed at different levels of HIT adoption using another component of the database, the EMR Adoption Model™ (EMRAM), which scores hospitals on eight stages to creating a “paperless record environment” [40] (see Figure 1). “Advanced” HIT is generally assumed to be Stage 4, which includes computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and other forms of clinical decision support that have been shown to be associated with improvements in the quality and safety of healthcare [15, 16]. The attributes of Stages 3 and 4 correspond roughly to those required for “meaningful use” of HIT required for EHR adoption incentives in the HITECH legislation [41].

Average IT staffing ratios varied based on EMRAM stage [26]. Figure 1 shows a graph of the average staffing ratio for each of the stages (there were no hospitals at adoption Stage 7 at the time of the study). Average staffing ratios generally increased with adoption score, but hospitals at Stage 4 had a higher average staffing ratio than hospitals at Stages 5 or 6. If all hospitals were operating at the same staffing ratios as Stage 6 hospitals (0.196 IT FTE per bed), a total of 149,174 IT FTE would be needed to provide coverage, an increase of 40,784 FTE.

**Leadership Qualifications**

There is an even smaller amount of research assessing the qualifications of informatics leaders. A survey among members of the Association of Medical Directors of Information Systems (AMDIS, www.amdis.org) in the US found that of the 82 members who replied, few had formal training in informatics and nearly all of them valued of managerial and clinical over technical skills [42]. A more recent analysis looked in depth at five Chief Medical Information Officers (CMIOs) [23], finding that the skills they reported to be most important in carrying out their jobs were leadership, communication, and consensus-building. These CMIOs all stated a desire to be part of senior physician executive team and did not want to be seen as just “techie” doctors.

An additional source of information about CMIOs is the annual survey carried out by Gartner and AMDIS. The most recent of these surveys included 97 CMIOs [27]. For the majority respond-
ing, the “I” in their title was more likely to stand for “informatics” rather than “information.” The make-up of these individuals clearly reflected the types of organizations likely to hire CMIOs, namely large integrated delivery systems and hospitals. These institutions also had usage of HIT well beyond the national average, e.g., 30% with 75-100% penetration of CPOE. The CMIO position is virtually always an MD, with the specialties of internal medicine and family medicine most highly represented. Most CMIOs spent nearly all of their work time in informatics work, with half spending 80% or more time. CMIOs most commonly reported to CIOs, and less than half managed any staff, although most would prefer to report to a Chief Medical Officer, Chief Executive Officer, or Chief Operating Officer. Growing numbers of CMIOs were heading departments or units in healthcare organizations.

Another analysis of CMIOs found comparable results [43]. The CMIO position is well-compensated, with growing responsibilities and priorities for overseeing clinical applications in the healthcare enterprise. The position is almost always held a physician, over two-thirds of whom still participate in patient care.

**Education and Competencies**

A related problem to the lack of information characterizing the HIT workforce is the unclear view of the ideal levels of education and most important competencies to teach such individuals. In recognition of the need to promote awareness of the workforce challenges and increase visibility needed, AMIA and the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) held a summit in late 2005 [44]. The resulting report concluded that the benefits of HIT would not accrue to the US on a wide scale without a well-trained workforce to develop, implement, and evaluate systems. The report advocated:

- Adopting the Institute of Medicine (IOM) “Quality Chasm” [45] vision.
- Creating incentives to adopt “systems” that promote quality through use of HIT.
- Establishing industry-wide advocacy for workforce training and development.
- Building awareness of the need for workforce development.
- Utilizing innovative learning environments to train the workforce.
- Developing formal educational programs and promoting their value.
- Disseminating tools and best practices for these new professionals to succeed.

There is no dearth of published competencies. Table 2 provides a list of competencies in informatics, both for informatics professionals as well as healthcare professionals, including their year published and targeted professional group. The competences of individual informatics educational programs are less well developed, but were recently analyzed and determined to be quite diverse [46]. Of course, these may change as the workforce and the discipline are better characterized. The IOM, which is a high-profile advocate for improving healthcare in the US, also sees an important role for informatics, designating it as one of three core competencies required for patient-centered care, along with employing evidence-based practice and applying quality improvement [47].

The optimal education of the HIT workforce is another gap in our knowledge. Not only do we lack good characterization of the workforce as described above, but we cannot even begin to understand its ideal educational criteria. Despite that, informatics educational programs are growing in size and stature. There are comprehensive Web sites that list and link to such programs internationally (http://www.hiww.org/) and in the US (https://www.amia.org/informatics-academic-training-programs/). These sites demonstrate there are many models for such education. For example, training in the US, UK, and Canada tends to focus at the graduate level (with some notable exceptions), whereas there are many baccalaureate programs in Germany. Likewise, there is a growing use of distance learning in many programs.

As noted above, the HITECH Act called out the need for a competent workforce to reach its goals for meaningful use of EHRs. In particular, Section 3016 of the legislation set forth the ONC HIT Workforce Development Program, which has been allocated $118 million in four programs:

1. Consortia to Educate Health Information Technology Professionals Program ($70M) – Establishment of short-term certificate programs in community colleges to train 10,000 professionals per year in the six community college workforce roles.
2. Curriculum Development Centers Program ($10M) – Development of curricular materials for the community college consortia and their distribution via a National Training and Dissemination Center.
3. Competency Examination for Community College Programs ($6M) – A competency exam for students completing the programs in the community college workforce roles.
4. Program of Assistance for University-Based Training ($32M) – A training grant for university (mostly graduate-level) programs at the certificate and master’s degree levels for the university workforce roles.

Conclusions

There is growing evidence of the importance of a competent workforce for successful HIT implementation. There are also substantial opportunities in the three major types of professional in IT, HIM, and clinical informatics. These jobs tend to pay well and offer opportunity for career advancement and satisfaction. Indeed, one US newsmagazine recently listed informatics among ten “ahead of the curve” careers [48].

However, both healthcare leaders and informatics leaders still need more information upon which to base implementation of systems, optimal deployment of the workforce, and the best educational options for the workforce. There is a need for more research to better characterize the workforce of those who develop, implement, and evaluate HIT systems. This will then better inform the development of optimal competencies and curricula for their most effective education and training. Workforce research must go beyond the narrow focus of single groups (e.g., IT staff, HIM professionals, or clinicians) or applications (e.g., EHRs or health information exchanges). Instead, it must focus on the larger picture of all involved in supporting the use of information to improve human health. More effort should also be devoted to establishing occupational coding classifications for informatics jobs and promoting the profession to attract those with passion and competence for it.

Clinical Relevance

There is increasing recognition that a competent and well-trained workforce is required for successful implementation of health information technology. Yet there is little research concerning that workforce, especially for those who work in biomedical and health informatics. The research that has been done shows that substantial numbers of individuals are needed with diverse competencies. Particular attention must be paid to career pathways and progression.
Fig. 1 IT FTE per Bed vs. EMR Adoption [26].
Table 1 Description of stages for the EMR Adoption Model (40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 7</td>
<td>Medical record fully electronic; CDO able to contribute to EHR as byproduct of EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 6</td>
<td>Physician documentation (structured templates), full CDSS (variance &amp; compliance), full R-PACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>Closed loop medication administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>CPOE, CDSS (clinical protocols)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>Clinical documentation (flow sheets), CDSS (error checking), PACS available outside radiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>CDR, CMV, CDSS inference engine, may have document imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>Ancillaries – lab, radiology, pharmacy – all installed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Inventory of competencies in biomedical and health informatics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization or Journal [Reference]</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Recommendations of the German Association for Medical Informatics, Biometry and Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of American Medical Colleges [51]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>Medical School Objectives Project: Medical Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Medical Informatics Association [52]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Recommendations of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) on education in health and medical informatics (updated in 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK National Health Service [53]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Health Informatics Competency Profiles for the NHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Nurses Association [54]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>A Delphi Study to Determine Informatics Competencies for Nurses at Four Levels of Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Waterloo, Canada [29]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Pointing the Way: Competencies and Curricula in Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Center for Public Health Practice [55]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Public health professionals</td>
<td>Informatics Competencies for Public Health Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Critical-Care Nurses [56]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Nurse Practitioners</td>
<td>Informatics Competencies for Nurse Practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advances in Dental Research [57]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Dental Researchers</td>
<td>Biomedical informatics training for dental researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American College of Medical Informatics [58]</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>Training the Next Generation of Informaticians: The Impact of &quot;BISTI&quot; and Bioinformatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and Information Management Education [59]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Health Information Management</td>
<td>HIM Baccalaureate Degree Program Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and Information Management Education [60]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Health Information Management</td>
<td>HIM Associate Degree Program Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Medical Informatics [61]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Nursing informatics knowledge and competencies: a national survey of nursing education programs in the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia [62]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Australian Health Informatics Educational Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Internet Research [63]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>&quot;Information age&quot; students</td>
<td>Health information literacy and competencies of information age students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Council of Health Informatics Professionals [64]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Health Informatics National Occupational Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Library Association [65]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Health Science Librarians</td>
<td>Health Information Science Knowledge and Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of Information in Medicine [66]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Benchmarking Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Informatics Journal [46]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Competencies for graduate curricula in health, medical and biomedical informatics: a framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COACH: Canada’s Health Informatics Association [67]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Health Informatics Professional Core Competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Nurses Association [34]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Scope and Standards of Nursing Informatics Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization or Journal [Reference]</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Clinics of North America [68]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Technology and informatics competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIA-OHSU 10x10 Course [69]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>AMIA-OHSU 10x10 Program - Detailed Curriculum, Learning Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIA Core Content for Clinical Informatics [35]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Core content for certification of physicians (with others to follow later)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIGER Nursing Informatics [70]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Nursing Informatics</td>
<td>TIGER Informatics Competencies Collaborative (TICC) Final Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT [71]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Electronic health record adoption</td>
<td>HIT Workforce Competencies by Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, [72]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Informatics</td>
<td>Public Health Informatics Competencies</td>
</tr>
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